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There is widespread agreement that law firms have embraced globalization,
but what this means and why it matters are subjects still cloaked with uncertainty.
Do law firms follow the models and processes of globalization characteristic of
other businesses? Or are law firms forced to take a different approach because of
the nature of law and its basis in a particular national system? In this article, we
consider these questions as they apply to U.S. law firms, and offer a new lens to
interpret the role of globalization in the activities of law firms and their lawyers.
We begin with a review of the way globalization affects businesses generally
before turning to law firms. Following this is a quick review of the development
of today's global law firms. We then set out data relating to the overseas offices'
of 64 leading U.S.-based law firms-among the largest and most globally-
oriented U.S. firms-to learn how the firms transform themselves into global
organizations. Our investigation considers the size, location, and practice areas of
the firms' overseas offices as well as the credentials of individual lawyers within
the offices. Our analysis reveals that law firms follow two paths to global growth,
each seeming to go in an opposing direction but in fact combining in a manner
that is consistent with globalization's force in business, generally. The patterns of
staffing overseas offices reveal that the firms are substantially invested in the
local and also pursue a path of diffusion. This combination illustrates a glocal or
hybrid approach to globalization.
I. GLOBAL, LOCAL, OR IN-BETWEEN
Early research on globalization, apart from a specific consideration of law
firns, has tended to fall into one of two competing camps: the diffusion or
cross-national convergence paradigm, or the national distinctiveness paradigm.2
The convergence paradigm describes globalization of U.S. businesses 3 as a
process in which the businesses open branches in other countries in order to
manufacture or sell their products or services, and in doing so, they spread not
only their production chains, products and services, but also the norms and
practices of U.S. business.4 The diffusion paradigm sometimes equates the
process of globalization with Americanization. Proponents of this paradigm
argue that as Anglo-American norms, practices, products and services are
disseminated around the world, local practices and norms are superseded,
1. "Overseas" here is used to mean outside of the U.S.
2. ANTHONY FERNER ET AL. INTRODUCTION: MULTINATIONALS AND TE MULTILEVEL POLITICS OF CROSS-
NATIONAL DIFFUSION, MULTINATIONALS, INSTITUTIONS, AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF TRANSNATIONAL PRACTICES
(2009).
3. Our focus in the article is on U.S.-based organizations, but comparisons often are drawn to UK
organizations as similar in approach.
4. See Trevor Coiling & Ian Clark, Looking for "Aaericanness': Home Country, Sector and Firm Effects on
Employment Systems in an Engineering Services Company, 8 EuR. J. INDUS. Ri. 301 (2002); Susan Strange, The
Future of Global Capitalism; Or Will Divergence Persist Forever?, in COLIN CROUCH & WORuIANG STREEC,
PoLmcAL EcoNomy OF MODERN CArrTA.sM: MAssINOi CONvERENFcAND Dwrsrry 182-191 (1997).
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ultimately resulting in global isomorphism that has been compared to colonialism
and imperialism.
The national distinctiveness paradigm takes the opposite view of globalization.
Rather than leading to a widespread diffusion of norms and practices from the
U.S. outward, this view argues that globalization leads businesses to adapt to
local norms and practices, taking into account local tastes, social mores, labor
relations and regulatory apparatuses as they expand from their home countries to
form global supply chains and enter foreign markets.5 According to proponents
of this perspective, because businesses "pull" at least as much from the host
country as they "push" from their home countries, globalization is not leading to
isomorphism but instead reifies local specificity by adapting to what is unique in
each jurisdiction.6
In recent years, the debate involving these paradigms has lost its resonance as
scholars have recognized globalization as an interactive process, with companies
simultaneously disseminating norms, practices, products and services from their
home countries and adopting local norms and practices in order to adapt to new
circumstances. Rather than debating between global diffusion and local differen-
tiation, scholars now emphasize "glocalization" or hybridity.7 The current focus
of research on globalization has shifted toward understanding how and why the
glocal approach is implemented across different industries, regions and political
systems.8
5. Michael Muller, Human Resource and Industrial Relations Practices of UK and U.S. Multinationals in
Germany, 9 INT'L. J. OF HUM. RESOURCE MGMT. 732 (1998); Frank McDonald et al, Employee relations in
German Multinationals in an Anglo-Saxon Setting: Toward a Germanic Version of the Anglo-Saxon Approach?
9 EuR. J. INDUS. U.S. REL. 327-349 (2003).
6. Tony Edwards, Multinationals, work organisation and the process of diffusion: A case study 4 INT'L. J.
HUM. RESOURCE MoMT. 696-709 (1998).
7. On glocalization, see Roland Robertson, Comments on the "Global Triad" and "Glocalization, " in
GLOBALIZATION AND INDIGENOUS CULTURE (Inoue Nobutaka ed., 1997), http://www2.kokugakuin.ac.jp/ijcc/wp/
globalI15robertson.htm; see also Silver, Van Zandt and De Bruin, Globalization and the Business of Law:
Lessons for Legal Education, 28 Nw. J. INT'L L. & BUS. 399, 410 (2008) ("U.S. firms are going local through
local lawyers who bring expertise in hard and soft law, including important connections to local culture,
regulators, business and the state, while at the same time the firms are maintaining connection through the
presence of U.S.-educated lawyers to their universal-the U.S. approach to practice, encompassing both an
entrepreneurial approach to practice and problem-solving approach as well as attention to the ethical constraints
on firms and their lawyers.").
8. Robert Boyer, Hybridization and models of production: Geography, history and theory, in BETWEEN
* IMITATION AND INNOVATION: THE TRANSFER AND HYBRIDIZATION OF PRODUCTION MODELS IN THE INTERNATIONAL
AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY (Robert Boyer et al. eds., Oxford University Press 2005); Guglielmo Meardi & Andras
Toth, Who is Hybridizing What? Insights on MNCs'Employment Practices in Central Europe, in MULTINATION-
ALS, INSTITUTIONS, AND THE CONSTRUCrION OF TRANSNATIONAL PRACTCES 155-183 (Anthony Ferner et al. eds.,
Palgrave Macmillan 2006). Research on human resource management and personnel-related issues is
particularly noteworthy for its diversity of perspectives on hybrid processes and outcomes in global companies.
MULTINATIONALS, INSrrrtrTONS, AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF TRANSNATIONAL PRACTICES 155-183 (Anthony
Ferner et a. eds., Palgrave Macmillan 2006); Ingmar Bjorkman et al, Institutional Theory and MNC Subsidiary
HRM Practices: Evidence from a Three-Country Study, 38 J. INT'L BUS. STUD. 430 (2007). For example, Smith,
Meiksins and Elger's system, society and dominance model tries to account for the integration of home- and
14332009]
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Although there has been less research on the globalization of professional
services, here too, the focus has shifted toward the glocalization 9 or hybridity
paradigm.'0 In spite of this shift, however, the glocalization paradigm seems to
have gained less traction in research on globalization and law firms. On the one
hand, a number of prominent authors in this field continue to posit a diffusion or
convergence model for globalization of legal services, particularly in addressing
the foreign offices of U.S. law firms." Morgan and Quack, for example, argue
host-country norms and practices in the implementation and interpretation of organizational policies governing
employee relations. Chris Smith & Peter Meiksins, System, Society and Dominance Effects in Cross-National
Organizational Analysis, 9 WORK, EMP. & Soc'Y 241 (1995); Chris Smith, Beyond Convergence and
Divergence: Explaining Variations in Organizational Practices and Forms, in THE OXFORD HANDBOOK OF
WORK AND ORGANIZATION 602-25 (Stephen Ackroyd, S. et al eds., Oxford University Press 2004); Chris Smith,
Theorizing the Role of the International Subsidiary: Transplants, Hybrids and Branch-Plants Revisited, in
MULTINATIONALS, INSITUTIONs AND TEE CONsmucIONs OF 'T-ANSNATIONAL PRACICES: CONVERGENCE AND DivEsrrxy
IN THE GLOBAL ECONOMY 53-85 (Anthony Ferner et al. eds., Palgrave MacMillan 2006). Across several articles, they
argue that in order to understand.the policies and practices governing employee relations in foreign factories and offices
of global companies, analysts must take into account the underlying social relations and processes that condition
institutional patterns (system effects), the particular societal settings (both home and host countries) that influence the
conduct of managers and workers within a firm (society effects); and the disproportionate influence of practices from
dominant countries, sectors and firms (dominance effects). By contrast, Gunnigle et al's research on industrial relations
(IR) in Irish subsidiaries of American multinational corporations underscores the role of host-country state policy and
dependence on foreign direct investment (FDI). Patrick Gunnigle et al., Accommodating Global Capitalism? State
Policy and Industrial Relations in American MNCs in Ireland, in MtJLTINATIONALS, INSITIrONS AND THE
CONsTRucONs OF ITANSNATIONAL PRACTICES: CONVERGENCE AND DwERsrrY IN THE GLOBAL ECONOMY 86-108
(Anthony Femer et al. eds., Palgrave MacMillan 2006). Conducting case studies of five U.S. MNC subsidiaries located
in Ireland, they argue that the primary factor governing the evolution of hybrid employment practices is the extent to
which host countries enforce existing policies governing employment practices or alter those policies to reflect MNC's
home-country policies. Notably, while these two perspectives emphasize the importance of different factors in the
hybridization of home- and host-country norms and practices, both assume integrative processes and glocal processes.
9. Although most of the literature in this area uses the term "hybridity" to describe the merging of home
country and host country norms and practices in the foreign offices of international businesses, we prefer the
term "glocalization" because it more accurately reflects the process that global actors embrace to adapt to local
circumstances and take on local characteristics, while continuing to maintain their home country connections.
10. For example, Cooper et al., discuss the interaction of Russian national identity and American managerial
styles in the Russian offices of American-based accounting firms in their article. David J. Cooper et al.,
Globalization and Nationalism in a Multinational Accounting Firm: The Case of Opening New Markets in
Eastern Europe, 23 Accr., ORGs., & Soc'Y 531 (1998); GLOBALIZATION OF SERVICES: SOME IMPLICATIONS FOR
THEORY AND PRACTICE (Yair Aharoni & Lilach Nachum eds., Routledge 2000); Mitchell P. Koza & Arie Y
Lewin, The Coevolution ofNetwork Alliances: A Longitudinal Analysis of an International Professional Service
Network, 10 ORG. Sci. 638 (1999); William Newburry & Nevena Yakova, Standardization preferences: A
function of national culture, work interdependence and local embeddedness, 37 J. INT'L Bus. STUD. 44 (2006).
11. Glen Morgan & Sigrid Quack, Global Networks or Global Firms? The Organizational Implications of
the Internationalization of Law Firms, in MULTINATIONALS, INSTITUTIONS AND THE CONSTRUCTIONS OF
TRANSNATIONAL PRAcTcEs: CONVERGENCE AND DIvERsrrY IN THE GLOBAL ECONOMY 213-238 (Anthony Ferrier
et al. eds., Palgrave MacMillan 2006); Sigrid Quack, Combining National Variety: Internationalisation
Strategies of European Law Firms (unpublished paper, on file with author); Daniel R. Kelemen & Eric C.
Sibbitt, The Globalization of American Law, 58 Imr'L ORG. 103 (2004); Daniel R. Kelemen & Eric C. Sibbitt,
Lex Americana? A Response to Levi-Faur, 59 INT'L ORG. 463, 467 (2005) (noting that "American law firms
serve as both a transmission belt and a catalyst to accelerate changes in legal practice."); see also John Flood,
Lawyers as Sanctifiers: The Role of Elite Law Firms in International Business Transactions, 14 INtD. J. GLOBAL
LEGAL STUD. 35, 64 (2007). Related to this notion of law firms as exporters in their approaches to globalization
1434
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that U.S. law firms have globalized through an exporting model-analogous to
the diffusion paradigm of growth-in which they primarily serve home-country
clients by applying U.S. law in international contexts in order to "push forward
U.S. interests.' ' 12 While they recognize that U.S. firms in their overseas offices
utilize local lawyers and possess some amount of local legal expertise, they find
this local knowledge generally limited in purpose to supporting the expansion of
U.S. law and capitalism abroad. Their view is that U.S. firms, guided by these
objectives, concentrate in "a small number of world city centers where U.S. firms
are highly involved and profits are derived primarily through the application of
U.S. law."13 Quack, later writing separately, characterizes the goal of U.S. firms
in global growth as "the diffusion of their particular legal style." 14 This view is
echoed by practicing lawyers with global firms: "'... our clients are beginning to
demand that we think globally and act globally and they don't want to see the
local approach. They want to know that everyone's speaking with one voice, that
we will manage for them in a consistent manner...
An opposite approach to diffusion with regard to law firms and globalization-
one that would be characteristic of a national distinctiveness paradigm-would
is the work of Bryant Garth and Yves Dezalay, who trace the development of legal systems in a number of
colonial and post-colonial contexts, arguing that power disparities between colonial powers (e.g., the U.S. and
Europe) and their current or former colonies (e.g., Indonesia, India and the Philippines) necessarily legitimate
the legal systems of the former in relation to the latter. Because the legitimacy of colonies' legal systems is
derived primarily through colonial powers' acceptance of these systems and because legal elites in former
colonies tend to have been educated in the universities and law schools of the colonial powers themselves, Garth
and Dezalay argue that even when colonies and former colonies assert independent legal systems, they
necessarily reproduce colonial hegemony. GLOBAL PRESCRIPTIONS: THE PRODUCTION, EXPORTATION, AND
IMPORTATION OF A NEW LEGAL ORTHODOXY (Yves Dezalay & Bryant G. Garth eds., Ann Arbor: University of
Michigan Press 2002); Yves Dezalay & Bryant G. Garth, INTERNALIZATION OF PALACE WARS: LAWYERS,
ECONOMISTS, AND THE CONTEST TO TRANSFORM LATIN AMERICAN STATES (University of Chicago Press 2002);
see also International Exposure' in Latin American Law Firms, LATIN LAW., Aug. 21, 2007 (quoting Jos6
Antonio Munoz: "What clients are seeking in their foreign counsel are lawyers who, from their international
exposure, have acquired the business culture practiced in the U.S., and northern Europe; particularly, in how
information is conveyed").
12. Morgan & Quack, supra note 11, at 227. In contrast, they argue that through an integration model UK
and European firms have transformed themselves into global organizations.
13. Id.
14. Quack, supra note 11, at 5.
15. Susan Segal-Horn & Alison Dean, The Globalization of Law Firms: Managerial Issues, 18 INT. J.
SERVICE INDUSTRY MGMT. 214 (2007) (quoting a lawyer practicing with a global UK-based law firm). See also
Glenn Morgan, Transnational actors, transnational institutions, transnational spaces: The role of law firms in
the internationalization of competition regulation," in TRANSNATIONAL GOVERNANCE: INSTITUTIONAL DYNAMIcS
OF REGULATION 152 (Marie-Laure Djelic, Kerstin Sahlin-Andersson eds., Cambridge University Press 2006)
(describing the approach of Shearman & Sterling in the GE-Honeywell merger: "The failure to involve
European lawyers reflected the way Shearman & Sterling and most other large U.S. firms work. Wall Street is
the primary focus; after that Washington DC and the response of the Department of Justice; only after that might
issues of other jurisdictions arise. In other words, they acted like a national firm, pushing their own agenda
through their transnational social space in the expectation that this would not be resisted. Shearman and Sterling
were not a transnational actor. They failed to coordinate and cooperate across national borders and this
contributed to the problems GE got into").
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be a model that exclusively emphasizes the local. We offer two examples, although
neither has been the object of academic study. First, the approach to global growth
taken by Baker & McKenzie, which describes its decision "[i]n the early years, [to]
embrace[] the novel idea that qualified lawyers who were not U.S. nationals should be
equal partners."'16 Baker developed a network of offices substantially populated by
local lawyers, with the offices enjoying near complete autonomy from the Chicago-
home office and one another. A second example of this national distinctiveness model
of global growth is found in the networking relationships that smaller law firms have
built as alternatives to growth by overseas offices. The firms that participate in these
networks are separate and maintain distinct organizational boundaries; as a result, their
national outlook and approaches are kept intact. 
17
A middle ground is found in the glocal approach to globalization. In research
on law firms, however, scholars who embrace the glocal paradigm argue that
glocalization or hybridity is limited to a particular jurisdictional context; that is,
glocalization or hybridity explains why firms in one jurisdiction respond
differently to global forces. The glocal approach to globalization, however, has
not been examined as a possible general path for U.S. law firms. Two examples of
jurisdiction-specific studies illustrate the point. The first is a study of the Brussels
bar that explicitly emphasizes the particularity of Brussels as the capital of the
European Union. 18 According to this account, although foreign law firms initially
opened offices in Brussels in order to focus on EU law, they subsequently
diversified their practice areas to include Belgian commercial law. This
movement into local law is presented as the result of Brussels' uniqueness
relative to other global cities rather than as a potentially generalizable trend.19
Similarly, a study of the interaction between domestic and foreign law firms in
China provides an excellent example of hybridization but emphasizes the
16. Baker & McKenzie, Our History, available at http://www.bakernet.com/BakerNet/Firm+Profile/
Our+ History/default.htm. See also JON BAUMAN, PIONEERING A GLOBAL VISION (Harcourt Legal & Professional
Publications 1999). Of course, not all partners are "equal," and Baker & McKenzie has used a "local partner"
category for certain lawyers. See, e.g., Baker & McKenzie Strengthens its Customs and International Trade
Practice with the Arrival of Therese-Anne Amy as Local Partner, available at http:/www.bakernetcom/BakerNet/
News/Archive/2007/FranceThereseAnneAmy ("Thfrse-Anne Amy has been appointed Local Partner at the
international corporate law firm Baker & McKenzie.").
17. See Trevor Delaney, How One Small Firm Is Expanding Internationally, SMALL FIRM BUSINESS
(March 20, 2006, available at www.law.com/jsp/law/sfb/lawArticleSFB.jsp?id= 1142601438843.
18. Mathieu Van Criekingen et al., Local Geographies of Global Payers: International Law Firms in
Brussels, 13 J. CONTEMP. Eui. STUD. 173 (2005).
19. In contrast to the majority of global cities, which are "transnational corporate and financial command
centres," Brussels is a global city because of its position at the center of global political networks. Id. at 177.
Consequently international law firms located in Brussels are presumably less profitable, driving them to expand
their focus to Belgian commercial law to increase profitability. 'The situation in Brussels highlights in this sense
a qualitative difference between international financial centre and political world cities in the globalisation of
the legal sector." See id. at 179.
1436 [Vol. 22:1431
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specificity of China as the basis for this approach.2' Based on his research
examining the relationship between Chinese law firms and the China offices of
U.S. firms, Sida Liu develops a "theory of boundary-blurring," in which he
argues that "when formal government regulation of transnational law practice is
ambiguous, the de facto market boundary between foreign and local law firms is
constructed through a series of boundary-blurring processes, by which local firms
become structurally global-looking and foreign firms receive localized exper-
tise."'21 Liu's evidence of the willingness of U.S. law firms to participate in
boundary-blurring is a critical contribution to research on globalization and legal
services because it pushes the research agenda beyond the diffusion paradigm in
examining the overseas offices of U.S. law firms. His emphasis on regulatory
"gray areas," however, is unnecessarily limiting. Our data show that the glocal
approach to global growth is happening nearly everywhere, as revealed by the
credentials and characteristics (legal education, admission and practice areas) of
the lawyers working for U.S. firms overseas. Thus, like Liu, we disagree with the
simple diffusion paradigm for understanding the globalization of U.S. law firms,
but in contrast to Liu, we argue that glocalization or hybridization is far more
widespread than his framework suggests.22
We are left, then, with the question of whether China and Brussels are
different, or whether this glocal approach to globalization is pervasiye. In order to
gain insight, we present here the results of a study of how leading U.S. law firms
approach globalization. Our research focuses on 64 U.S.-based firms with
international offices. These firms are household names in the U.S. and in the
global market for legal services. We selected firms based on their revenues,23
international footprints24 and the availability of information on their lawyers.
25
The firms support a total of 386 offices in 55 cities, in which slightly more than
8,700 lawyers work.26 Our data include the professional credentials of the
lawyers working in the overseas offices of the firms, including information on
legal education, admission to practice and the substantive area of practice in
which an individual lawyer specializes, as well as gender and position in the firm.
20. Sida Liu, Globalization as Boundary-Blurring: International and Local Law Firms in China's Corporate
Law Market, 42 L. & Soc'y REv. 771,771-804 (2007).
21. Id. at 773.
22. See id. at 774.
23. See e.g., Two Firms Pass the $2 Billion Mark, Am. LAW., May 2008. http:l/www.law.com/jsp/tal/
PubArticlecal.jsp?&id=1208947716661; The Global 100: Most Revenues, Am. LAw., Oct. 2008, http://
www.law.com/jsp/article.jsp?id= 1202424832628.
24. Firms had to have at least one overseas office to be included in the study.
25. Firms that provided information on lawyers of all ranks through their websites or another listing
directory were included, firms that made information available only for partners were excluded.
26. Data was collected in 2006 and 2007. We relied first on the websites of the law firms and their lawyer
biographies as the source of information. Where these were incomplete, we consulted other sources. See
Martindale-Hubbell, http://www.martindale.com; New York State Unified Court System, Attorney Search,
https:/liapps.courts.state.nyus/attomey/AttorneySearch.
2009] 1437.
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In addition, the size of individual offices (number of lawyers) is indicative of a
firm's investment in a particular jurisdiction.
Our expectation is that firms following the diffusion model would try to
reproduce abroad, to the extent possible, what they offer in the U.S.: that is,
lawyers with U.S. legal education and training whose expertise relates to U.S.
law. Even specialization in terms of practice area for an overseas office may
reflect the home or U.S. identity of a firm. We use the U.S. JD degree as a way to
identify lawyers whose home country is the U.S. Of course, not all U.S. JD
graduates are Americans, and even those who are American may not have a long
(or any) history with the particular firm in its U.S. offices.2 7 On the other hand,
firms following the glocal model would integrate local lawyers into their
practices in order to capture the rewards that a local connection offers, including
relationships with regulators, clients and the business community generally, as
well as familiarity with community and business norms.
The degree of integration among overseas offices also is uggested by the data,
and provides further insight into whether the firms' overseas activities reveal a
diffusion or integration approach to globalization. Our data indicate whether
firms are structured to permit communication about practice areas among
overseas offices, or whether the firms specialize by office in terms of the practice
areas of their lawyers, allowing at most communication only between the U.S.
and a single overseas office. The use of practice group management as a strategy
of global organizational control and diffusion from home office to overseas
lawyers is suggested by Faulconbridge, Beaverstock, Muzio and Taylor. 8 Again,
our data set is particularly useful because it allows us to consider the ways firms
approach globalization in multiple jurisdictions; as a result, we can consider
whether the glocal model is descriptive more generally than has been suggested.
II. SETTrING THE SCENE: EARLY INTERNATIONAL FORAYS
As they first approached international growth, U.S. law firms moved in a quite
unform fashion, despite the fact that this growth occurred on their own time
schedules and according to their own roadmaps in terms of the particular
jurisdictions involved.29 It is dangerous to generalize in the story of international
expansion for two reasons: first, each jurisdiction enables entry differently and
27. In Chinese offices of the firms we study, for example, it is quite common to find U.S. JD graduates who
we presume to be Chinese nationals based on their having earned their first degrees in Chinese universities,
language ability and name.
28. See James R. Faulconbridge et al., Global Law Firms: Globalization and Organizational Spaces of
Cross-Border Legal Work, 28 Nw. J. INr'L L. & Bus. 455 (2008).
29. See generally Debora Spar, Lawyers Abroad: The Internationalization of Legal Practice, 39 CAL. MGMT.
REv. 8 (1997) (describing two "waves" of overseas expansion). Our work here is limited to those law firms that
engaged internationally through growth within their organizations. Many firms avoided this, but have
approached the need for an international reach through formal networks or other arrangements. See, e.g., Karen
Donovan, Some Small Law Firms Find Strength in Numbers, N.Y TtmEs, Jun. 6, 2007, at C6; see generally
1438 [Vol. 22:1431
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presents firms with unique constraints and motivations; and second, each firm's
opportunities and activities are slightly different. Nonetheless, we offer this
general description of the early years of international expansion to set the scene
for analysis of the current trends and strategies. The story is related to a particular
regulatory structure limiting entry of U.S. firms into the overseas jurisdiction, in
which a U.S. firm could establish an office in the jurisdiction but could not
combine with local lawyers in a single practice organization. 30 This was the
environment for U.S. firms in London in the period before 1992, for example;
London was and remains the most popular site for U.S. firms' overseas offices.3 1
Based on these regulatory limitations, most U.S. law firms32 began their
international expansion activities in a uniform fashion: they advised exclusively
on U.S. law and relied on their existing U.S. educated and qualified partners and
associates (almost assuredly trained by the firm) to deliver the advice. 33 This
approach was the same regardless of whether a firm had offices outside the U.S.
3 4
That is, opening an overseas office did not require a firm to change its strategy.
For example, prior to 1992, U.S. law firms could establish offices in England,
but solicitors and barristers were prohibited from working with U.S. lawyers and
Deborah L. Cohen, Wise in the Ways of the World, A.B.A. J., Jun. 2008, at 16 (on the relationship of global
practice presence and profitability in the midst of the economic downturn of 2008).
30. Thus, Germany is different, as was France, which allowed foreign lawyers to advise as conseil
juridiques. See generally SYDNEY M CONE, INTERNATIONAL TRADE IN LEGAL SERVICES: REGULATION OF
LAWYERS AND FiRms IN GLOBAL PRACTICE (Little Brown 1996) David M. Trubek et a], Global Restructuring and
the Law: Studies of Internationalization of Legal Fields and the Creation of Transnational Arenas, 44 CASE W.
RES. L. REv. 407 (1994); Spar, supra note 29, at 11-13. In Germany, for example, regulatory barriers prohibited
foreign law firms from establishing local offices until 1989; see discussion in CONE, supra this note, at 11:6.
Deregulation, accomplished in one fell swoop rather than in stages, resulted in many foreign firms building local
offices by initially acquiring local, formerly independent law firms. U.S. firms never had a foundation of
limiting their activities to those that could be delivered only by U.S.-licensed lawyers. Instead, they gained
expertise in local law by acquiring groups of local lawyers and entire firms and consequently entered the local
competition for clients and lawyers with their initial local presence.
31. By 1985, the most popular locations for overseas offices of U.S.-based law firms (selected from the
American Lawyer 100, the American Lawyer Global 50 and the International Financial Law Review list of
globally-focused firms) were London, Paris, Hong Kong, Brussels, Singapore, Tokyo, Abu Dhabi and Dubai.
See generally Carole Silver, Globalization and the U.S. Market in Legal Services--Shifting Identities 31 L. &
POL'Y INT'L Bus. 1093 (2000).
32. The exception to this approach is Baker & McKenzie, which embraced local lawyers advising on local
law from the earliest period of their expansion. See Baker & McKenzie, supra note 16. Other firms that also
have followed slightly different paths include Coudert (now defunct), White & Case and Cleary Gottlieb.
33. This early period is descriptive of a distinction drawn by certain scholars between an international
approach to growth and a global approach; see Segal-Hom & Dean, supra note 15, at 206 (noting "The
globalization of law firms: managerial issues,"... "internationalization implies only a presence in non-
domestic markets with no integration necessary, a global strategy 'takes an integrated approach across
countries ... "') (quoting Yip, TOTAL GLOBAL STRATEGY (2d ed., 1996) at 10).
34. Of course, there were variations and exceptions. Variations included firms with foreign law desks in their
U.S. offices, staffed often by non-U.S. lawyers who also brought foreign language fluency. Other firms, such as
Wachtell Lipton, never established overseas offices yet advise foreign clients and limit their advice to U.S. law.
Still others took a local approach to overseas growth early on. See Baker & McKenzie, supra note 16; Spar,
supra note 29, at 22 (describing White & Case and Clifford Chance).
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delivering English-law advice from a multijurisdictional firm. 35 Twenty-one
firms in our study had opened offices in London by 1986;36 96% of the lawyers
working in these offices were admitted to practice in a U.S. jurisdiction. Despite
the regulatory bar on multijurisdictional practice, however, eight offices included
at least one English or Scottish law graduate.37 The uniformity with regard to bar
admission, however, was consistent with the focus on U.S. law.38 According to
one report from the period when regulatory barriers fell in England, discussing
U.S. law firms in London, only "a few American firms employ solicitors and
barristers with British qualifications, [and those that do] ... usually require them
to have American qualifications too. What they are selling is mainly an
American-style service and an American approach to transactions. This means
there is a strong. preference for lawyers, even among British recruits, with
extensive experience in the [United States].'3
For those law firms that opened overseas offices during this early period, one
common motivation for doing so was to hold onto existing clients whose
businesses had required them to expand internationally.' ° The firms were
reluctant to allow their clients to use the services of a competing U.S. firm that
happened to have an office in the foreign location. Leading U.S. law firms had
experienced disruption in their client relationships during the 1970s when hostile
tender offers posed a new and serious threat to their clients, 41 and likely were
35. See generally CONE, supra note 30 at ch. 7; SoLIcrroRS' CODE OF CONDucr R. 8 (2007), available at
http://www.sra.org.uk/code-of-conduct/218.article (allowing sharing of fees with "practicing members of other
legal professions." "Other" refers to jurisdictions outside of England and Wales and the European Union).
36. Data was collected from Martindale-Hubbell. Offices ranged in size from one to eight lawyers, with an
average of only three lawyers per office.
37. One firm provided no information on its sole London-based lawyer's educational or admission
credentials; information was not provided for three of the 1986 London lawyers in all.
38. This is in sharp contrast to the picture in London today, where fewer than 20% of the lawyers working for
our firms in England are admitted to practice in the U.S., and more than 60% earned their primary legal
education in England.
39. Edward Fennell, Americans Here to Stay, TmnEs (London), May 5, 1992, at 1. See also Willkie Farr &
Gallagher, London Office, (Apr. 10, 2000), http://www.willkie.com/Offices/london.html. (Consider, for
example, Willkie Farr & Gallagher's description of its London office lawyers in the year 2000: "All of the firm's
attorneys practicing in the London Office are American attorneys admitted to practice in the State of New York
who have worked at Willkie's New York office").
40. See Spar, supra note 29, at 13 ("To prevent their steadiest clients from being lured away, even staunchly
domestic firms were compelled to compete, at least partially, in terms of geographic scope."); Tung-Lung S
Chang et al., International Collaboration of Law Firms: Modes, Motives and Advantages, 33 J. WORLD Bus.
241, 241-62 (1998)."
41. During the 1970s hostile takeover period, an emerging expertise was developed by two law firms,
Skadden Arps and Wachtell Lipton. Skadden and Wachtel advised even businesses with longstanding
relationships with other law firms on takeover strategies and in takeover battles. While certain businesses
continued to work with their longstanding firms on non-takeover matters, other client relationships were
disrupted permanently; see John Flood and Fabian Sosa, Lawyers, Law Firms, and the Stabilization of
Transnational Business, 28 Nw. J. Iwr'L L. & Bus. 489, 505 (2008); see also Abe Krash, The Changing Legal
Profession, WASH. LAw., at 30, 32 (Jan. 2008) (describing an earlier era: "Many corporations retained one law
firm for nearly all of their legal work; they did not seek out lawyers in Firm A for corporate transactions, lawyers
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informed by this lesson in deciding whether to. risk clients turning to competing
U.S. firms for their overseas advice. This may explain some of the international-
ization through establishment of overseas offices where existing client relation-
ships did not motivate the choice of location.4 2 Moreover, the need to be present
was significantly more pronounced than is apparent today, given changes in
communications technology. The Internet and email, which have had such an
important influence on the way lawyers, among others, do business, was not
popularized until approximately 1992; until then, having a person on the ground
meant that the client could obtain an answer-or simply a return phone call-in
the same 24 hour period, without resorting to phoning the lawyer at home.
In establishing overseas offices, firms may have had multiple motivations
besides securing relationships with existing clients. First, they could manage
their client's relationship with local counsel. Second, firms were interested in
gaining access to local clients who required advice on U.S. law, perhaps because
they sought to expand business operations into the U.S. or wanted access to U.S.
capital markets. Finally, even where existing client relationships did not motivate
an international presence, firms might move into a particular jurisdiction in order
to further their image as international organizations.43 This was the case for
London in the 1990s and even into the early 2000s,44 and seems to be a factor in
movement into China more recently.
To satisfy these goals, there was no need for a full-blown reproduction of the
domestic firm in an overseas locale. Rather, most offices kept a small legal staff,
comprised of just one or two partners and perhaps an equal number of younger
lawyers working as associates. In 1986, the typical London office of the U.S. law
firms we have studied was comprised of just three lawyers; by 1990 the London
offices of our firms had grown to an average of six lawyers (and it was unusual
for such offices to exceed ten lawyers at this time-only four firms did so).
45
in Firm B for an antitrust suit, or lawyers in Firm C for product-liability litigation. Many of the ties between law
firms and corporate clients arose out of social and personal friendships between a corporate chief executive and
a senior partner in a law firm").
42. Commenting on Sonnenschein's decision to open an office in London (later closed), one observer noted
that the firm "'didn't open in London to follow clients. They did it as an American thing to attract corporate
partners to the firm in the U.S. and to say they had a window on the world."' Was Sonnenschein's a flawed
strategy? THE LAWYER, http://www.the-lawyer.co.uk (last visited Apr. 14, 2009); see also Spar, supra note 29, at
13 (describing the period from the 1980s on as characterized by overseas expansion even where a firm had no
existing client relationships to support a new overseas office).
43. See Richard L. Abel, Transnational Law Practice, 44 CASE W. RES. L. REv. 737, 741 (1994) (noting
"Law firms sometimes appear to be seized by the adolescent angst that all your friends are at a party to which
you haven't been invited-it is unbearable not to be there, even if you know you would have a terrible time.").
44. See LINCOLN CAPLAN, SKADDEN 277-285 (Farrar Straus Giroux 1994); THE LAWYER, supra note 42.
45. For example, 34 of the 'firms we studied had offices in London in 1990. Office size in London at this time
ranged from 1-18 attorneys; the average office size was 6 attorneys. MARTINDALE HUBBELL INTERNATIONAL LAW
DIRECTORY 428B 1-512B 1 (Reed Publishing 1991); see generally Carole Silver, Local Matters: Internationaliz-
ing Strategies for U.S. Low Firms, 14 IND. J. GLOBAL LEGAL STUD. 67-93 (2007).
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Offices in other cities followed a similar pattern.46 In 1990 in Hong Kong, for
example, the average office size was three lawyers.47 The small size of the staff in
these offices hindered them from tackling large transactions or disputes alone, so
they operated as satellites that transmitted work to and from their U.S. offices. Of
course, size also relates to cost, and a lean staff reflects concern about the expense
of overseas expansion.48
Despite the limitations of size, an important role of the overseas office legal
staff was to bring "know-who" to the firm and its clients. This involved in-bound
and out-bound knowledge: overseas-office lawyers had to be able to identify both
the domestic offices and lawyers that would and could do work generated
overseas, and also those local lawyers in the overseas jurisdiction who could
provide high quality services and would work cooperatively (and also not
compete) with the U.S. firm and its clients.49 Knowledge of the local community,
beyond legal work and legal professionals, was essential to getting things done,
including arranging for everything from permits to introductions. 50 This sort of
local intimacy might be provided by good non-lawyer support staff.
The initial period of overseas expansion is bounded by the beginning of
deregulation of the legal market,5 ' when U.S. firms gained opportunities to enter
into a more direct and competitive relationship with lawyers local to overseas
jurisdictions where the firms established offices. This is a turning point in the
46. Paris, however, housed slightly larger offices (but fewer U.S. firms were present there)-the average
office size of our firms was approximately 12 lawyers in 1990. Only 13 of our firms had offices in Paris in 1990.
MARTINDALE HUBBEL DIRECIRY, supra note 45, at 428B 1-512B 1.
47. Eight of the firms we studied had offices in Hong Kong at this time; two firms supported offices of 4
attorneys; four firms had offices of 3 attorneys, and 2 firm3 were staffed with only two attorneys. Martindale
Hubbell International Law Directory 674B1-701B1 (Reed Publishing 1991).
48. See Spar, supra note 29, at 12 (noting the costs of overseas offices and expenses related to U.S. lawyers
working as expatriates overseas).
49. The role of the overseas office is nicely described by the Shearman & Sterling biography:
The firm policy is to confine our work to United States law and not attempt to practice foreign law.
The policy is based on belief that when a client needs help under local law the best practice is to retain
distinguished counsel of appropriate competence.
In the spring of 1963 the Firm opened its office at 23 rue Royale-near the famed Madeleine. It is
attractive space, on the top floor under the eaves; Lufthansa has the ground floor office and Thos.
Cook & Son is directly across the street. Ed Tuck opened the office and continued until 1967 when he
returned to New York and Dave McGovern was put in charge. When the office opened the work was
75% representation of American firms in their European contacts-such clients as First National City
Bank, White, Weld & Co., Dillon Read & Co., Inc and Owens-Coming Fiberglas. Today [speaking in
1973] the work has shifted and approximately 75% of the work is representing European firms in their
contact with America.
WALTER K. EARLE & CHARLEs C. PARLIN, SHEARMAN AND STERLING: 1873-1973, at 373-74 (2d ed. 1973).
50. See generally Spar, supra note 29, at 11 ("In most parts of the world, law has been (and remains) a
business of relationships, where contacts are all-important and informal rules dictate the codes of conduct").
51. See CONE, su'pra note 30, on the details of deregulation; see also Eric L. Martin, Liberalization and
Cravathism: How Liberalization Triggered the Reorganization of the Legal Profession in Germany and Japan,
43 STAN. J. Imr'L L. 169, 192-193 (2007).
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story. The firms were strategically positioned to capitalize on their structures as
autonomous organizations. Generally, they enjoyed the advantages of uniformity
in training their lawyers, who were U.S. law school graduates and had rotated out
of the domestic offices of the firms. 2 Uniformity was supported by U.S. law
schools, which pursued a standard approach to legal education. By maintaining
separation from local law finns, the U.S. firms could negotiate among alternative local
firms for the most advantageous fee structure and highest quality of service to best suit
the needs of their clients; they adapted locally through administrative staff.
Nevertheless, as regulatory barriers fell, the firms shifted and embraced a
locally-targeted strategy by bringing local legal expertise in-house and hiring
local lawyers-which in turn led to direct competition with local law firms.
Several factors explain this shift. First, the firms already had invested in overhead
costs associated with overseas expansion; the cost of hiring additional local
lawyers who would not demand the compensation and support required by expats
was marginal. The offices grew substantially as barriers fell, and today these
overseas offices constitute significantly more than "outposts" in most jurisdic-
tions. Data on the size of the offices in our study are set out in Figure 1 below.
53
Often, too, U.S. firms had experienced difficulty in negotiating their relationships
with local law firms. In many jurisdictions, local firms took a different approach
from the U.S. firms on a variety of factors, from client service to law itself, and
this created challenges for U.S. firms 4.5 At the same time, the number of local law
firms with which the U.S. firms felt comfortable in any single jurisdiction was
quite small, and as a result the ability of the U.S. firms to negotiate effectively on
fees or other matters was limited. In addition, the number of these go-to local
firms decreased as U.S. and UK law firms acquired them wholesale or
cherry-picked groups of lawyers from within them.55 If the most important issue
was delivering the services of a particular local lawyer, then issues of fees went
52. This uniformity of training and experience approach to staffing overseas offices was evident in marketing
materials on law firm websites of the period. Cravath, Swaine & Moore, for example, stated "Virtually all our
lawyers in Hong Kong and London are from our New York office, assuring clients that we will provide the same
abilities in mergers and acquisitions, securities offerings, banking, tax and project finance at any location in the
world." Cravath, Swaine & Moore, Corporate & Tax Practice, http://www.cravath.comlpracticelinter.htm
(visited Apr. 10, 2000); See Silver, supra note 31, at n.198.
53. Of course variations in office size also are evident among different law firms. For instance, in England,
the size of offices range from 2-309 attorneys; the mean office size is 51. In China, office sizes range from 1-29
attorneys with the mean office size being 7 lawyers.
54. Interview Global Legal Services #30 (part of an ongoing study of globalization and legal services)
(September 2005) [hereinafter Interview #30] ( "Foreign office opening and staffing is client driven in the sense
that clients ask, do you have a securitization person there, or do you have an M&A person there. They are very
specialization-conscious and -specific. So having an office isn't enough, you need a certain expertise that you
can sell from that office to the local market. So in Asia, it's been foreign direct investment. In Hong Kong, it may
be securitization."); see also Spar, supra note 29, at 11-12 (on "American-style lobbying").
55. For example, Weil Gotshal & Manges acquired Paris boutique Serra Leavy & Cazals in 2003. Brows-
ing the Paris Boutiques In an Era of Megafirms, The Top M&A Firms in France Stay Defiantly Small,
29 AMriuc LAWYER (Winter 2007).
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by the wayside.56 And once regulatory barriers fell, local firms likely became
concerned about the possibility that U.S. firms would try to compete for clients,
creating additional tension in the working relationships between local and U.S. firms.
FIGURE 1. Size in 2007: average size of offices
(showing only jurisdictions with 5 or more offices)57
Avg. Size of Office
London 54
Paris 42
Frankfurt 27
Tokyo 19
Milan 17
Hong Kong 17
Rome 16
Brussels 14
Singapore 11
Shanghai 7
Beijing 7
Dubai 7
56. Interview #30, supra note 54; see also Nuno Garoupa, Regulation of Professionals in U.S. and Europe: A
Comparative Analysis (2006) (unpublished paper, available at http://works.bepress.com/nunogaroupa/3).
57. The largest offices, based on average office size, are in London (54 lawyers), which also is home to more
offices of the firms studied than any other overseas jurisdiction. Paris also hosts relatively large offices; the
average office size is 42 lawyers. But many of the overseas offices are quite small, at least by U.S. standards. For
example, the average office size is fewer than 20 lawyers in Tokyo, Hong Kong, Singapore, Shanghai, Beijing
and even Brussels. If we exclude London offices and the lawyers working there, the average size of all the
offices studied is only 16 lawyers. While this is substantially larger than offices initially established during the
foundational period of international expansion of the firms, it is small enough so that it would be difficult to
replicate the breadth of expertise in the firms' domestic offices, much less the depth of such expertise. The small
size implicates practice areas-in certain offices, it is evident that firms choose to specialize in particular
substantive practice areas, such as securitization. (Interview Global Legal Services #30). See, for example, the
description of a planned China office for Fulbright & Jaworski as reported in 2006: "The firm aims to build up
their China office and its cross-border transactional, energy, project finance and disputes practices."
Judged.com, Law Firm Newsmaker, Law Firm News, http://www.judged.com/jdlawfirmnewsmakers.php?
currentpage= 57. (last visited Apr. 14, 2009) One of our firm's [Firm 56] Munich office, for example, supports
15 lawyers who "have positioned themselves as one of the premier practices in the country, in particular for
private equity transactions and restructuring/distressed M&A, in a very short j eriod of time." Another firm's
[Finn 59] 7-lawyer office in Beijing offers "a unique combination of services bringing together premier
in-country, transactional and intellectual property experience with outstanding policy, regulatory and
government relations capabilities.") At the same time, size also influences hiring and promotion opportunities,
training, and the credibility of an office to handle major transactions or litigation that requires a substantial
commitment of resources.in excess of an office's personnel. For example, policy makers in certain jurisdictions
may give weight to "foreign" credentials, that is, those relating to the U.S. Clients, on the other hand, may be
more likely to look for credentials they recognize as familiar
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This story of the development of substantial investments in overseas offices for
U.S. firms brings us to the present and the need to understand what it means to be
a global U.S.-based law firm today. In the sections that follow, we use the data
related to the 64 U.S.-based firms to consider the paths of globalization taken by
the firms. Essentially, the data relate to staffing practices. For law firms, as is
typical of service firms, staffing determines the services that can be offered. A
shop staffed with bicycle mechanics will have difficulty serving customers who
need advice on computer systems.5 8 Similarly, a law office populated by
U.S.-educated and licensed lawyers is likely to have difficulty advising clients
with problems requiring expertise in local law, and vice versa.59 Finally, to the
extent the firms are specializing in their overseas offices in terms of practice
areas, they forego an opportunity to develop integration through management of
practice areas, except to the extent that integration involves only the overseas
locale and the U.S. Specialization by office thus suggests the dissemination
model of globalization. We use the data first to describe what the firms are doing,
and then to consider what this tells us about their negotiation between the two extremes
of globalization, dissemination and national distinctiveness. What we offer, as well, is
the ability to look beyond a single national context and instead to follow the firms as
they approach global growth among their various offices outside of the U.S. In this way,
we can consider the extent to which context matters.
III. THE LAWYERS: AN EMPHASIS ON THE LOCAL
In this section, we present an overview of our study of the overseas office
lawyers working for our sixty-four firms. Our focus is on legal education and
admission; we use these credentials as a proxy for being "local." Of 'course, what
constitutes "local" is not necessarily so easily or formally captured, and might
include language ability, familiarity based on non-professional activities, nation-
ality and even ethnicity.60 But as a starting point, our attention is on professional
credentials because these are the qualifications that firms use in assessing
individuals for purposes of hiring; clients and others (including policy makers
and, likely to a lesser extent regulators) also may rely on professional credentials
58. The issue relates to what is being provided in terms of legal services. See generally Segal-Hom & Dean, supra
note 15, at 207 ("what is being globalized in law firms are the processes of service delivery, not the legal 'products').
59. See generally Spar, supra note 29, at 20 (making the point that size matters in success in the international
legal services market: "Only big firms can be simultaneously specific and broad, acquiring a 'credible depth' to
handle complex transactions"). Exceptions with regard to this limitation exist; for example, where there is a
vacuum in local law, U.S. law expertise may supply strategic advice, as was the case in the tender offer wars in
Europe. See John E. Morris, The Handbag Wars, AM. LAW. May 1999, at 69, 129.
60. Indeed, "local" can have diverse meanings. According to the lawyer responsible for international offices
in one of our firms, "the optimal 'local' is a U.S. trained lawyer who makes a commitment to live permanently in
the foreign locale." (Interview #30, 2005. This is one of a series of in-person interviews investigating
globalization, law firms and the market for human capital.).
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from time to time.6' Nevertheless, as law firms rely on individuals to deliver their
services and personify their organizations, the professional credentials of their
lawyers are credible indicia of the ways the firms present themselves and are
perceived in their overseas activities. Our discussion begins with individual
lawyers and then shifts to offices, as the lessons are different depending on the
unit of analysis.
A. LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION
To set the scene, it is useful to know the scope and shape of the
international footprints of our firms' overseas offices. Figure 2 identifies the
location of the lawyers in our study. It shows that 35% of the lawyers in the
overseas offices we have studied are working in England (virtually all in
London); 14% are working in Germany; and 12% are in France. Regionally,
the European Union dominates in terms of number of lawyers working
overseas for our 64 firms.
FIGURE 2. Jurisdiction where lawyers in overseas offices are working
(showing number of lawyers working in each jurisdiction)
Number of Lawyers
in Overseas Offices
Jurisdiction in Jurisdiction
Africa 15
South Africa 15
Asia-Pacific 1612
Australia 31
China 356
Hong Kong 521
India 3
Japan 450
Kazakhstan 18
Singapore 130
Taiwan 43
Thailand 52
Vietnam 8
61. For example, policy makers in certain jurisdictions may give weight to 'foreign" credentials, that is, those
relating to the U.S. Clients, on the other hand, may be more likely to look for credentials they recognize as familiar.
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FIGURE 2. Jurisdiction where lawyers in overseas offices are working
(showing number of lawyer§ working in each jurisdiction) (continued)
Number of Lawyers
in Overseas Offices
Jurisdiction in Jurisdiction
Canada 27
EU 6552
Austria 5
Belgium 400
Czech Republic 102
England 3048
Finland 21
France 1060
Germany 1223
Hungary 54
Italy 272
Luxembourg 3
Netherlands 62
Poland 184
Slovakia 29
Spain 39
Sweden 50
Europe (non-EU countries) 307
Russia 260
Switzerland 35
Turkey 11
Ukraine 1
Mexico, Latin America
and the Caribbean 132
Brazil 24
Dominican Rep. 13
Mexico 64
Venezuela 31
Middle East 69
Kuwait 2
Saudi Arabia 9
UAE 58
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If we take offices as the unit of analysis rather than individual lawyers, the
picture changes and the impact of Asia-Pacific emerges, as illustrated in Figure 3.
The difference between location of lawyers (Figure 2) and location of offices
(Figure 3) reveals differences in office size. The European Union is home to
offices with the largest number of lawyers, on average, of any of regions studied.
The Asia-Pacific region houses smaller offices.
FIGURE 3: Number of offices in particular jurisdictions
# of % of
Offices Total Offices
Africa 2 1%
Asia-Pacific 132 34%
Canada 4 1%
EU 201 52%
Europe Non-EU 22 6%
Mexico, Latin America, Caribbean 12 3%
Middle East 13 3%
Total 386 100%
B. EDUCATION
If legal education is used as a proxy for a firm's globalization strategy, our data
on the lawyers working overseas for U.S. firms casts a serious doubt on the
credibility of the diffusion model. The vast majority of lawyers working in the
overseas offices earned their legal education outside of -the United States.
Three-quarters of the overseas office lawyers completed their primary legal
education62 outside of the U.S.; only 18% earned-a U.S. JD as their primary legal
education. The presence of JDs is marginal in most jurisdictions. As shown in
Figures 4 and 5, below, while the proportion of JDs in particular jurisdictions
varies quite substantially, they account for more than 20% of the lawyers in only
five jurisdictions where our firms, combined, support more than 50 lawyers.63
Dual-qualified lawyers-those who earned the equivalent of a primary law
degree in both the U.S. and outside of the U.S.-account for only a very small
proportion (1%) of our lawyers.
Perhaps focusing exclusively on JD graduates is too limiting. After all, U.S.
law schools attract increasing numbers of non-U.S. law graduates to one-year
62. "Primary legal education" means the three-year JD degree in the U.S. and its equivalent elsewhere.
Outside of the U.S., primary legal education often is earned in an undergraduate degree program.
63. The 5 jurisdictions are: Japan, Singapore, Russia, U.A.E. and China.
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FIGURE 4. Lawyers with a U.S. JD as a % of all lawyers working for all firms
studied in the particular jurisdiction (for jurisdictions with more than
50 lawyers working for our firms)
Sweden 0%
Mexico 2%
Germany 4%
Netherlands 4%
Poland 4%
Czech Republic 6%
Italy 6%
Belgium 9%
Hungary 10%
Thailand 10%
France 11%
England 17%
Russia 20%
Singapore 32%
UAE 40%
Japan 41%
Hong Kong 45%
China 46%
graduate programs offering an LLM degree, 64 and graduates of these programs
offer some knowledge of the U.S. approach to law and legal education. They
might appropriately be included in the definition of who represents the U.S.
approach to law and lawyering.65 If we expand our vision to include all legal
64. The LLM is a one-year post-graduate degree for graduates of both U.S. and non-U.S. law schools. For
general information on the LLM, see ABA Section of Legal Education and Admission to the Bar, U.S.
Legal Studies Programs for Foreign Lawyers or International Students, available at http://www.abanet.org/
legaled/postjdprograms/postjdc.htnil#2foreign (last visited Apr. 14, 2009); Carole Silver,. Internationalizing
U.S. Legal Education: A Report on the Education of Transnational Lawyers, 14 CdsDozo J. INTL & COMP. L.
143 (2006).
65. It is debatable whether LLM graduates should be included in the "U.S. lawyer" category because the
LLM typically is limited to one year and the courses taken may relate more to international law than to U.S. law.
For examples of LLM programs of more than one academic year in duration, see Two-Year L.L.M. Program,
http://www.law.georgetown.edu/graduate/twoyearUm.htm (last visited Apr. 14, 2009) (Georgetown's two-year
LLM for international students) and Graduate Program in Law and Business, http://www.law.northwestern.edu/
graduate/llmkellogg/ (last visited Apr. 14, 2009) (Northwestern's 12-month LLM-K with a certificate from the
Kellogg School of Management).
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FIGURE 5. Lawyers with a U.S. JD as a % of all lawyers
working for all firms studied in the particular city
(for cities with more than 50 lawyers working for our firms)
Dusseldorf 0%
Mexico City 0%
Hamburg 1%
Berlin 2%
Amsterdam 3%
Warsaw 4%
Frankfurt 5%
Munich 5%
Milan 6%
Prague 6%
Rome 6%
Brussels 9%
Paris 11%
London 17%
Moscow 20%
Singapore 32%
Tokyo 42%
Hong Kong 45%
Beijing 46%
Shanghai 47%
education rather than just primary legal education-that is, to lump together the
JD and LLM graduates of U.S. law schools-then the proportion of lawyers with
some U.S. legal education increases from 18% to approximately one-third of the
overseas-office lawyers. Even expanding our definition of U.S. legal education in
this way, however, still leaves fully two-thirds of all overseas-office lawyers with
no nexus at all to the U.S. through legal education.
The lawyers working for our firms who are not graduates of U.S. law schools
are not simply "foreign" to the U.S.; instead, they primarily are local to the
jurisdiction where they are working.66 That is, these U.S. firm offices are staffed
66. On the strategy of hiring local lawyers, see generally Spar, supra note 29, at 17 ("By hiring locally
trained attorneys, U.S. and British law firms could reap the advantages of both worlds and then use those
advantages to extend their global reach.").
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predominantly with lawyers who hail from the jurisdiction where they now are
working. Figure 6 depicts the relationship of place of primary legal education to
office location.
For example, for each of the major EU jurisdictions with the exception
of Belgium, 67 nearly all of the lawyers who were educated outside of the
U.S. (for their primary legal education) completed their legal studies in the
country where they are now practicing. 6 8 Offices in Asia-Pacific, with the
exception of Hong Kong and Singapore, are similarly dominated by law-
yers educated in the jurisdiction where they now practice. The fact that
lawyers working in Brussels, Hong Kong and Singapore were less likely
to be educated locally probably relates to the history and characteristics of
these sites. Brussels, of course, is home to the EU and consequently attracts
lawyers from other EU jurisdictions, who in some sense may be regarded
as "local.,, 69 Hong Kong and Singapore reflect their Commonwealth roots: in
Hong Kong, as many lawyers were educated in England as in Hong Kong,
and a substantial group was educated in Australia, as well.7 ° More of the
lawyers working in Singapore were educated in England than in Singa-
pore.7 1 In Singapore, law graduates from the UK are able to sit for the
Singaporean bar and local firms include English law graduates among their
lawyers.7 2 Even as a proportion of all lawyers in a particular jurisdiction
(Figure 7) or city (Figure 8), locally-educated lawyers generally are the
majority.
67. Belgian offices, in contrast, tend to reflect the international character of Brussels as seat of the EU.
Approximately 38% of the lawyers working in Belgian offices for our 64 firms were educated in Belgium, 13%
in Germany, 11% in France, 10% in England, and fewer than 5% in other jurisdictions including Italy, Spain and
Ireland.
68. Note, however, that the local-domination does not characterize offices in Finland or Luxembourg, but
these jurisdictions each supported only one office in our study.
69. That is, we are taking a restrictive definition of "local" in looking only to national education, in light of
the EU and its permissive regulation of lawyer mobility. See Council Directive 2005/36/ on the Recognition of
Professional Qualifications (EC).
70. Only 27% of the lawyers working in Hong Kong offices for the 64 firms were educated in Hong Kong;
27% earned their legal education in England, 14% in Australia, and 15% in China.
71. Only one-quarter of the lawyers working for the firms in Singapore were locally educated, compared
to 40% who were educated in England and 15% in Australia. For information on regulations governing foreign
law firms and their ability to make local lawyers their partners or employees, see generally, NATIONAL TRADE
ESTIMATE REPORT ON FOREIGN TRADE BARRIERS: 2006, available at http://books.google.combooks?id=
EAauAVD8_TQC&printsec = frontcover&dq =National+ trade +estimate +report+ on+ foreign+ trade +barriers:
+2006&ei=3LQxSOvwBZXEigHJhKGnDw&sig=8sfsCvfWoldHb7p4T378Z99Ai8U; AGCFAQ, http://
www.ifaq.gov.sg/agc/apps/fcd-faqmain.aspx (last visited Apr. 14, 2009).
72. See, e.g., the lawyer biographies for Lee & Lee in Singapore, available at http://www.leenlee.com.sg/en/
our-people/full-listing.html (last visited Apr. 14, 2009).
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FIGURE 6. Locally-educated lawyers as a proportion of those lawyers who did
not earn a U.S. JD
73
% of lawyers who did not earn
a U.S. JD, who were
educated in the jurisdiction
Jurisdiction where they currently practice
Australia 70%
Austria 100%
Belgium 37%
China 82%
Czech Republic 91%
France 93%
Germany 97%
Hong Kong 29%
Hungary 97%
Italy 98%
Japan 86%
Kazakhstan 88%
Netherlands 100%
Poland 97%
Singapore 25%
Slovakia 100%
Spain 100%
Sweden 96%
Thailand 85%
Taiwan 100%
This local hiring practice allows the firms to capture substantive expertise in
local law learned in school. Perhaps equally important, it also enables firms to
acquire knowledge gained from practical training programs and personal
networks stemming from school and longstanding community ties, and pro-
vides them with local fluency in the language of law. 74 The firms' approach,
73. Jurisdictions with fewer than 5 lawyers were omitted, and do not follow the same pattern.
74. On the importance of language fluency, see Sheri Qualters, U.S. Lawyers Profit as Chinese Companies
Move Up, 119 FULTON COtmTY DAILY REPORT, Aug. 22, 2008 (quoting Joseph Tiano Jr, Washington-based
partner of Thelen Reid: "'It's tough for these companies [referring to Chinese corporations that went public
through reverse mergers] to be represented by the smaller finns that don't have Mandarin-speaking,
U.S.-trained securities lawyers who are both bilingual and bicultural').
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then, captures a broad vision of legal services, involving not only expertise in
particular practice areas but also the capacity to implement the expertise in ways
that require more informal local knowledge. They populate their overseas offices
by concentrating substantially on local legal education, not simply failing to
emphasize U.S. legal education. In doing so, they invest in the local knowledge
and relationships relevant to the particular jurisdiction, recognizing the impor-
tance of context in their global approaches.
FIGURE 7. Locally-educated lawyers as a % of all lawyers
working for all firms in the particular jurisdiction
(for jurisdictions with more than 50 lawyers working for our firms)
Germany 93%
Mexico 93%
Italy 91%
Thailand 84%
France 83%
Sweden 81%
Russia 72%
Netherlands 66%
Hungary 63%
Czech Republic 62%
England. 62%
Poland 61%
Japan 53%
China 46%
Belgium 38%
Hong Kong 22%
Singapore 21%
UAE 6%
C. ADMISSION/LICENSING
Licensing involves admission to practice, where regulatory barriers are most
likely to apply. Typically, licensing follows legal education. But regulation
complicates the story of the local ties of lawyers to the jurisdiction in which they
are practicing. On the one hand are regulations that restrict locally-admitted
lawyers from practicing with foreign law firms. China imposes such restric-
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FIGuRE 8. Locally-educated lawyers as a % of all lawyers working for
all firms in the particular city (for cities with more than
50 lawyers working for our firms)
Berlin 96%
Munich 96%
Mexico City 94%
Hamburg 92%
Rome 92%
Frankfurt 90%
Milan 90%
Dusseldorf 89%
Paris 83'%
Moscow 72%
Amsterdam 66%
London 62%
Prague 62%
Warsaw 61%
Tokyo 53%
Beijing 48%
Shanghai 43%
Brussels 38%
Hong Kong 22%
Singapore 21%
tions, 5 as did Singapore until quite recently.76 Consequently, local lawyers, with
local education and local ties, may not be locally licensed or the firms may not
report their license in their web-based lawyer biographies. Some locally-admitted
lawyers also may be admitted in another jurisdiction (possibly the U.S.); others
may not be admitted to practice in an alternative jurisdiction and may not report
any admission information at all. Reporting of licensing thus may be under-
inclusive. On the other hand, certain jurisdictions offer a local license to foreign
lawyers on the basis of minimal local education or training. In the U.S., New
75. See generally Liu, supra note 20.
76. For information on regulations in Singapore, see Singapore Attorney General's Chambers at http://
www.ifaq.gov.sg/agc/apps/fcdjaqmain.aspx; for China, see Regulations on Administration of Foreign Law
Firms' Representative Offices in China, http://english.gov.cn/laws/2005-08/24/content_25816.htm (last visited
Apr. 14, 2009).
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York is an example of this approach to regulation, allowing graduates of non-U.S.
law schools to sit for the New York bar after approximately one year of
coursework in a U.S. law school.7 7 In England, qualification of foreign lawyers as
solicitors also has been quite liberal, although this may change as new practice
requirements are implemented.78
Since the regulatory structures allow for a divergence between education and
admission, it is possible that the overwhelmingly local story of the education data
would be tempered in admission information. This is not the case. Admission
tracks education to a substantial extent. Slightly less than one-quarter of the
lawyers working overseas are admitted to practice in a U.S. jurisdiction, and
approximately two-thirds are admitted in a jurisdiction outside of the U.S. 7 9
FIGURE 9. Admission in the U.S., outside of the U.S., or both,
for overseas office lawyers
% of all
Admitted exclusively in the U.S. 15%
Admitted exclusively outside of the U.S. 57%
Admitted in the U.S. and outside of the U.S. 9%
More than half (57%) of the overseas-office lawyers are admitted exclusively
in a non-U.S. jurisdiction and 15% are admitted exclusively in the U.S. 80 Of
those admitted exclusively in a non-U.S. jurisdiction, more than 90% are
admitted in the jurisdiction where they currently are practicing, which is
consistent with the local-education data reported in Figure 6, above. Only nine
percent of the overseas office lawyers report being admitted both in the U.S. and
in a non-U.S. jurisdiction (this might be a typical pattern for LLM graduates from
certain jurisdictions, for example). In sum, the admission data is consistent with
education data, and reveals a substantially local approach to global growth.
IV. THE OFFICES: THE REEMERGENCE OF A DISSEMINATION APPROACH
The overwhelmingly local characteristic of the lawyers working overseas for
our firms, described above, is only one side of the story of how U.S. firms
approach globalization. Analyzing the data as a whole or by particular location
misses an important element of the way our firms use U.S.-educated lawyers. By
focusing instead on offices as the unit of analysis, and on lawyers' characteristics
77. 22 NYCRR § 520.6 (2000).
78. Current qualification conditions are described at Solicitors Regulation Authority-Qualified Transfer Test,
http://www.sra.org.uk/solicitors/qltt.page (last visited Apr. 14, 2009).
79. Admission information was not available for approximately 990 individuals working in the overseas
offices studied.
80. This 15% figure corresponds to the 18% who earned a U.S. JD.
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in individual offices, a different pattern emerges that supports the notion of
diffusion of a U.S. approach through global offices. Despite the fact that only
18% of the lawyers working for the firms are U.S. JD graduates, analyzing the
composition of offices reveals that JDs play a prominent and consistent role in the
staffing of the overseas practices of the firms. In nearly three-quarters (71%) of
all of the overseas offices we studied, the legal staff is comprised of both U.S. JD
graduates and non-U.S. law graduates. We call these offices "mixed" in terms of
the legal education of their lawyers, because the office includes at least one JD
graduate and one lawyer who earned her primary legal education outside of the
U.S.
The U.S. lawyers are not present in substantial numbers or proportions in
most offices: as described more fully below, in more than 80% of the mixed
offices, U.S. JDs constitute less than a majority of the lawyers in the office.81
Nevertheless, their consistent presence throughout such a large proportion of the
overseas offices is puzzling. Perhaps the presence of JDs in these mixed offices
indicates that firms rely on them as organizational connectors, who help firms
attain a unified and cohesive organization worldwide instead of a network of
distinct, local law firms.82 On the other hand, an alternative explanation for the
presence of JDs throughout the offices is their value in bolstering practice
strengths. We analyze the mixed offices and the role of JDs in the sections that
follow, in an attempt to gain insight into which of these possible explanations is
borne out by the data. Of course, not all offices mix JD and non-JD graduates:
23% of our offices house only lawyers who did not earn a U.S. JD (these
comprise only 9% of all offices if we look at offices staffed exclusively with
lawyers who earned neither a JD nor an LLM in the US), and 7% house only JD
graduates (nearly 14% house only U.S. law graduates (JDs and LLMs)).83
A. MIXED OFFICES
One possible explanation for the presence of JDs in such a large proportion of
offices is that they provide practice coverage-that is, that their primary purpose
for being overseas is to advise on U.S. law. If this were the reason for JDs being
overseas, we would expect them to be present in relatively substantial numbers
and as a healthy proportion of all lawyers in an office. The sheer number of JDs in
an office relates to the ability to advise on sophisticated and complex matters that
81. In 8% of the mixed offices JDs and non-JDs are present in equal numbers.
82. See generally Spar, supra note 29, at 17 (describing the hiring of local lawyers by U.S. firms in their
overseas offices as "dilutfing] the firms all-encompassing culture and rais[ing] questions of management and
quality control").
83. The majority of the offices housing exclusively JD graduates are located in Asia-Pacific, with the largest
group in Tokyo. This may reflect the timing of our data collection, which came just after Japanese regulations
were liberalized in 2005. See POLA 2004 Country Report, Japan Federation of Bar Associations at 11, available
at http://www.nichibenren.or.jp/en/activitiesstatements/data/POLA2004.pdf.
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require significant hours of work in a limited period of time.84
Our data do not support this hypothesis. In nearly half of the mixed offices,
U.S. JDs represent a relatively marginal presence of 20% or less of the lawyers in
the office. This is not surprising, since U.S. JDs are both expensive and
challenging to deploy in overseas offices. Their compensation is likely to be tied
to U.S. office rates regardless of the compensation range of lawyers in the
overseas office location where they are working. 85 But perhaps more important,
in the typical U.S. law firm, JDs have little incentive to spend time in an overseas
office in terms of career development. U.S. law firms have not demanded
overseas experience for their managers or in making partnership decisions, nor
have firms developed thoughtful mechanisms for reintegrating lawyers from
overseas offices who wish to move back home to the U.S.8 6 As a result, U.S. JDs
often are reluctant to accept an overseas assignment unless personal factors
influence their decision.87 This may change in the current economic crisis,
however, based on reports of lawyers seeking overseas assignments as a way to
gain jobs or job security unavailable at home.88
Insight into the relatively marginal role of JDs in a portion of the mixed offices
also is gained by considering the raw number working in any particular office. In
42% of the mixed offices, there are only one or two U.S. JDs present, which
indicates that the office may be limited in its ability to accomplish work on
complex and large-scale transactions and disputes requiring U.S. law expertise.89
84. See Bruce E. Aronson, The Brave New World of Lawyers in Japan: Proceedings of a Panel Discussion on
the Growth of Corporate Law Firms and the Role of Lawyers in Japan, 21 COLUM. J. AsiAN L. 45, 61-63 (2007).
(Hisashi Hara, Chairman of Nagashima Ohno & Tsunematsu, describing the growth of Japanese law firms:
"Large transactions required teams of more than 10 or 20 lawyers, and there may be two or three such matters
proceedings simultaneously. That means we need not just one large team, but two or three." Kenichi Masuda of
Anderson Mori & Tomotsune explained: "corporate clients now require speed and quality and because of that
we need to have big teams to handle such matters in a way which is satisfactory to the client. So in order to
continue providing such type of service, I need to be in a big firm to set up a large team for the client." Takashi
Yoneda of Nishimura & Partners explained the need for large teams of lawyers as the reason for his firm's
decision to merge with the Asahi firm: "In New York and London in the 1980s, the leading firms already had
over 300 attorneys, and the firms I spent some time with had, for example, 50 tax attorneys. None of the large
Japanese firms has such a number of tax attorneys; they have at most maybe ten or so. We decided to merge with
the Asahi firm, which has a similar scope of services, because we need more attorneys to provide good service in
a variety of specialized areas").
85. Compensation may be based on the way a lawyer is hired for a particular office, so that the compensation
of lawyers living outside of the U.S. when hired might be more closely tied to local market standards than for
lawyers working in the U.S. and asked to move overseas. See generally Carole Silver, Studying Singapore:
Internationalizing the U.S. Law School Curriculum, 51 J. LEGAL EDUC. 75-90 (2001).
86. See generally Carole Silver, Lawyers on Foreign Ground, in CAREERS IN INTERNATIONAL LAW 1-21
(Mark Janis & Salli Schwarz, eds., 2001).
87. See Matthew Guthridge and Asmus B. Komm, Why multinationals struggle to manage talent, McKINSEY
QuARERLY, May 2008, available at httpJ/www.mckuseyquartely.com/Organizationralent/Whymuinatonals
_strugglejtomanagejtalent_2140.
88. John Bringardner, Lawyers Wanted: Abroad, That Is, N.Y. TAES, Nov. 23, 2008, at BU 1.
89. Sophisticated work often-requires depth, meaning a minimum number of lawyers. The offices are likely
not relying on their JDs to provide that depth. See supra note 78. Of course, firms can draw on lawyers in other
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Together with the offices in which JDs account for 20% or fewer of the
lawyers in the office, these offices in which JDs are only a marginal
presence-based either on the negligible number of JDs or their small
proportion to the lawyers in the office-account for 60% of all mixed offices.
Consequently, in each of these types of marginally-mixed offices, most of the
work in the office is being performed by lawyers who studied outside of the
U.S. That is, the data suggest that the limited proportion and number of U.S.
JD graduates in these mixed offices is a restraint on the ability of the firms to
present themselves as capable of delivering U.S. law advisory expertise in
that location. In these offices, foreign educated lawyers are accomplishing the
lions' share of the work.
B. EDUCATION CREDENTIALS OF PARTNERS
If U.S. JDs are not present simply. to provide practice coverage, as the
discussion above indicates, then perhaps they are Serving a socialization
function for the firms. The U.S. JDs in these offices may serve as carriers of
their firm's culture, representatives of their firm's U.S. origins, homogenizers
of their firm's approach to practice and client development, and connectors
between lawyers overseas and in the U.S. (in addition, of course, to providing
expertise on their specialty areas of U.S. law). 90 Our data suggest this may be
the case. Despite the fact that the number or proportion of U.S. JDs may be
marginal in 60% of the mixed offices, U.S. JDs are overrepresented among
partners compared to lawyers who did not earn their primary legal education
in the U.S. In 82% of the mixed offices, the proportion of partners with JDs
exceeds the proportion of lawyers in the office with JDs. Partners in the
overseas office of a U.S. firm are the "face" of the firm to the local
community, whether regulators, business executives, politicians or others.
The overrepresentation of U.S. JDs in these positions of trust and reputation-
building indicates the firms' reluctance to present themselves as thoroughly
local. In part, this may simply be a function of business development, as a
offices to supplement, and our data reveal lawyers working in multiple offices as well. Nevertheless, to the
extent a particular office attempts to establish credibility, it is limited by the expertise of its lawyers. To
overcome this limitation, firms sometimes describe capabilities by region rather than individual office. See, e.g.,
Davis Polk's description of its Hong Kong office ("Together with our Tokyo and Beijing offices, our lawyers
in Hong Kong have extensive experience advising investors in structuring private equity transactions in
Japan, Korea, China, Taiwan, India and Southeast Asia."), available at http://www.davispolk.com/offices/
hongkong.htm (last visited Apr. 14, 2009).
90. See Segal-Hom & Dean, supra note 15, at 215 (describing the way global firms build "professional trust
and strong intra-firm working relationships," and quoting a lawyer with a UK-based global law firm: "I spent a
little while in Italy and not necessarily that there was much UK work for me to do in Italy when I was there but I
met all the tax people, I could put names to faces, and if you had a transaction with Italian tax advice, and you've
got a face in your head, it's so much easier to pick up the phone").
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mechanism for gaining distance from local authorities and interests in
situations where such local ties motivate clients to seek non-local law firms,
for example when problems implicate a desire for independence from local
authorities. 91 In this situation, it is helpful for one or more partners in an
office to personify the independence the client seeks in the form of their
educational credentials, license and, of course, nationality.
A nice illustration of this pattern is visible in the Shanghai office of one of
our firms, which houses five lawyers.92.The office houses only one JD, who is
the sole partner in the office. Figure 10 depicts the relative proportion of JDs
and non-JDs in mixed offices in each of the three principal positions of
partner, associate and counsel for all mixed offices.9 3
FIGURE 10. Relative positions of U.S. JDs and non-U.S. JDs
in mixed offices
94
Positions in Firms, Grouped by Source of Legal Education
Position U.S. JDs Non-U.S. JDs
Associate 48% 65%
Counsel 8% 8%
Partner 44% 27%
Total 100% 100%
C. SIZE OF OFFICES AND UNMIXED OFFICES
Office size tends to correlate with educational credentials of our law-
yers, with larger offices having mixed staffs or exclusively housing law-
yers who earned their primary legal education outside of the U.S., and
smaller offices more likely comprised of U.S. JD graduates. Eighty-seven
percent of the mixed offices support more than 5 lawyers.95 Small offices,
on the other hand, are not so overwhelmingly mixed. Of the 67 offices
staffed with between two and five lawyers, just over 50% were mixed. Figure
11 reports on the educational background of the lawyers in these smaller
offices.
91. See generally YvEs DEZALAY AND BRYANT G. GARTH, DEALING IN VIRTUE: INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL
ARBITRATION AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF A TRANSNATIONAL LEGAL ORDER (1996).
92. Firm #48.
93. Another interesting distinction between JDs and non-JDs is the variety of positions; JDs are labeled with
substantially fewer categories than are non-JDs. This is an area we plan to investigate further in the future.
94. The percentage here indicates that proportion of all JDs/non-JDs in the mixed offices holding the
particular position.
95. We exclude here single-person offices, which of course are not mixed.
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FIGURE 11. Educational credentials of lawyers in small offices of 2-5 persons
Small (2-5 person) offices
# of Offices
Only U.S. JD 15
Only Non-U.S. JD 15
Mixed JDs and Non-JDs 37
The non-mixed offices-those housing either only U.S. JDs or only lawyers
whose primary legal education was earned outside of the U.S.-are divided in
size range by whether they are exclusively populated with U.S. JDs or non-U.S.
JDs. All of the JD-only offices are small: ten are single person offices, fourteen
house between two and four lawyers,.and three support five or six lawyers. These
U.S. JD-only offices comprise just 7% of all overseas offices. Seventy percent of
the offices staffed exclusively by U.S. JDs are located in Asia-Pacific.96 This may
reflect regulatory barriers to reliance on local lawyers and the more recent
opening of offices (as well as the legal market) in China, for example.97
Moreover, differences in language and business culture may prevent firms from
willingly embracing local lawyers, who may be perceived as having communica-
tion difficulties or being insufficiently schooled in the norms of a U.S. law
practice.98 An alternative explanation is that these offices are small because they
are younger in terms of development, and will grow by adding local lawyers as
has been the pattern in other jurisdictions. Figure 12 reports on the regional
location of offices staffed exclusively with U.S. JDs.
FIGURE 12. Location of offices staffed exclusively
with U.S. JD graduates
Location of Offices Staffed Exclusively with U.S. JDs
(% indicates proportion of offices staffed exclusively with JDs in each region)
Asia-Pacific 70%
EU 15%
Europe Non-EU 11%
Mexico, Latin America, Caribbean 4%
96. Including 9 in Tokyo, 6 in China and 3 in Hong Kong.
97. Generally, it is common for firms to start small in new offices, particularly in jurisdictions in which
regulation prevents offshore firms from acquiring local firms wholesale, as is the case in China. But see Susan
Beck, McDermott Entering Into Alliance With Chinese Law Firm, AM. LAW. Jan. 30, 2007.
98. An example of the confluence of cultural, business and legal concerns center around the Foreign Corrupt
Practices Act, 15 U.S.C. 78dd-1. See generally Tom Blass, The Risks of Russia, AM. LAW. Focus EUROPE S41,
June 2, 2002.
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Most of the offices that are not "mixed" house only lawyers whose primary
legal education was earned outside of the U.S. (we call these "foreign-only"
offices for the sake of simplicity); these account for slightly more than 20% of all
offices.9 9 In terms of the size of these foreign-only offices, 75% house more than
5 lawyers. German offices comprise nearly 30% of all of the foreign-only offices,
the largest country group in this category. In fact, 79% of the German offices are
staffed exclusively with lawyers whose primary legal education was earned
outside of the U.S:; 97% of these offices are staffed exclusively with German-
educated lawyers (20% of whom also have earned a U.S. LLM). The Germany
story is likely heavily influenced by the way the offices of our firms developed,
through acquisition of German firms and groups of lawyers, rather than by slow
and organic growth.l°° Figure 13 reports the location of the foreign-only offices.
FIGURE 13. Location of offices staffed exclusively with lawyers whose primary
legal education was earned outside of the U.S.
Locations of Foreign-Only Offices
(% indicates proportion of offices staffed exclusively with non-JIs in each region)
EU 73%
Europe Non-EU 2%
Middle East 6%
Asia-Pacific 11%
Mexico, Latin America, Caribbean 8%
Africa 1%
V. OFFICES As ELEMENTS OF DIFFUSION
The data on offices, and the presence of U.S. JDs sprinkled throughout, invites
reconsideration of the portrait of firms presented by the analysis of individual
lawyers in Section III, which indicated that firms had embraced a national
distinctiveness approach to globalization. Despite the fact that more than 80% of
the lawyers in the overseas offices did not earn their primary legal education in
the U.S., the office analysis suggests that U.S. lawyers (and legal education)
continues to occupy an important role in the global activities and strategies of the
firms.
The combination of the marginal presence of JDs in a majority of the mixed
99. Including 24 offices in Germany, 9 in Italy, 9 in Belgium, and 7 in England.
100. See Susanne Lace, Mergers, Mergers Everywhere: Constructing the Global Law Firm in Germany, in
LEGAL PROFESSIONS: WORK, STRucruRE AND ORGANIZATIONS 51 (Jerry Von Hoy ed. 2001). On regulation of the
profession in Germany, see Ulrike Schultz, Regulated Deregulation: The Case of the German Legal Profession,
in, REOROANISATTON AND REsIsTANcE 93, 104 (William Felstiner ed. 2005).
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offices and the reliance on locally educated lawyers (or at least non-JDs)
generally suggests that U.S. JDs are important as symbols of the U.S. identity
of the firms, rather than (or in addition to) simply as mechanisms for
performing legal work. More investigation is necessary to uncover the roles
played by JDs in these mixed offices where they are a marginal presence.1 °1
Are the JDs senior partners who can spread a firm's culture by simply being
present in an overseas office? Sixty percent of the JDs who are partners in the
mixed offices that house less than a majority of JDs might be characterized as
"senior," having graduated from law school in 1988 or earlier (thus giving
them at least 20 years of experience). Or, on the other hand, are the JDs
younger partners whose presence is aimed at providing practice coverage in a
particular substantive area? Our data are not determinative. While in certain
circumstances the JDs seem to be a mechanism for the firms-the typically
U.S.-centered management of the firms-to communicate with their offices
and also maintain a sense of control over the lawyers there, more information
is required in order to determine when this is the case, and whether it relates
to particular jurisdictional characteristics of the location or instead to a firm's
evolution as a global organization.
The possible role of the JDs as symbols of the U.S. identity of a firm harkens
back to the early days of international expansion when firms sent trusted U.S.
lawyers, trained in their home offices, to fly the flag overseas. 10 2 "Flying the flag"
today involves a number of important factors. First, it means maintaining control
over lawyers and maintaining relationships with clients so that the firm does not
lose either to competitors; lawyer-retention is particularly challenging because of
lateral mobility of both newer lawyers and experienced partners.0 3 Second, the
U.S. JDs may help communicate to other lawyers in the office the values and
culture of the firm; this may include informal training of legal and more cultural
matters. Formal -training, too, may be among the tasks assigned to JDs in the
office, in order to ensure that the firm can reasonably expect consistent and high
quality work from all lawyers. Of course, relationships with clients alsofall under
the "fly the flag" role. The U.S. JD may possess a credibility with clients as a
meaningful representative of a U.S. firm which may be elusive for local lawyers.
In each of these functions, the job of the U.S. JD may include bringing the
policies of the mothership office or offices to those lawyers working overseas,
who likely did not have an .opportunity to be directly inculcated with the ethos of
the mothership.
101. See Spar, supra note 29, at 18 ("To compete successfully in the international economy, law firms need to
be big, well-known, locally specialized, and managed through a delicate balancing of global and local
interests").
102. See generally Silver, supra note 31.
103. See William D. Henderson & Leonard Bierman, An Empirical Analysis of Lateral Lawyer Trends from
2000 to 2007: The Emerging Equilibrium for Corporate Law Firms, 22 GEO. J. LEGAL ETmics 1395 (2009).
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At least one of the firms in our study has an express policy of utilizing lawyers
from the home office of the firm in spreading the firm's identity to its overseas
office lawyers in just this way. The firm asks relatively senior lawyers, who know
it well and who are trusted by management, to spend time in overseas offices in
order to help train and assimilate the lawyers there.'t 4
This role of U.S. JDs is the embodiment of the expatriate's position described
by Faulconbridge, Beaverstock, Muzio and Taylor in discussing linkages across
offices in global law firms. They explain that "expatriates ... are often charged
with the socialization of lawyers in overseas offices, a process that aims to
convince them of the importance and legitimacy of the American or English way
of organizing law firms and delivering legal services."10 5 The policy of relying on
expats in this way is "intimately linked to the way firms manage the worldwide
proliferation of Anglo-American law."
10 6
Our data indicate that the use of expats as a mechanism for socialization and
dissemination of an American approach to legal practice may be at work
generally, implemented through the sprinkling of U.S. JDs throughout the
overseas offices. Whether intentional or not, the patterns of staffing revealed in
the data indicate the opportunity for such integration and assimilation across the
offices.' 0 7 By implementing a policy of "mixed offices," firms can use individual
lawyers with particular experiences and credentials as mechanisms for maintain-
ing uniformity throughout the organization, acclimating overseas-educated
lawyers to the firm's approach and identity, easing communication among offices
and maintaining control throughout the organization. The success of a U.S. JD in
helping non-U.S. lawyers understand the U.S. JD mindset and, perhaps more
important, the mindset of the particular firm and its home-jurisdiction lawyers, is
likely to determine the ease with which home-office lawyers interact with
104. Interview Global Legal Services #31 (5/2008).
105. Faulconbridge et al, supra note 28, at 485-86; see also Segal-Hom & Dean, supra note 15, at 209
(describing knowledge management strategies for global law firms); see generally Krash, supra note 41, at 38
(describing the impact of globalization on law firm culture: "When a firm has many branch offices... [p]artners
do not know most of their colleagues or know them only tangentially. The bonds that link them are limited. That,
in turn, reinforces the practice of making decisions by a small group on a bottom-line basis; it has solidified the
transformation from a partnership to a corporate culture.").
106. Faulconbridge et al, supra note 28, at 485.
107. On this strategy generally, see Philip M. Rosenzweig & Nitin Nohria, Influences on Human Resource
Management Practices in Multinational Corporations, 25 J. INT'L Bus. STuD. 229, 236 (1994):
MNC affiliates are composed of host-country nationals and expatriates. Researchers have found that
expatriates often act as 'carriers' of culture in MNCs, tending to introduce in the affiliate some
features of the parent country culture. Accordingly, we would expect MNC affiliates with a high
presence of expatriates to tend relatively more to resemble their parent firms, and conversely, for
affiliates composed almost exclusively of host-country citizens to adhere closely to the practices of
the local environment.
See also James R. Faulconbridge, Local-global geographies of tacit knowledge production in London and New
York's advertising and law professional service firms 112-118 (unpublished Doctoral thesis, Loughborough
Univ. 2005).
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non-U.S. lawyers in the overseas offices.' 0 8 This can be crucial to the feeling of
inclusion of the non-U.S. lawyers, which in turn may support their loyalty to the
firm and lower turnover rates. The U.S. JD may provide credibility to the office
with regard to the firm's U.S. identity. Of course, U.S. JD graduates also may be
important in terms of the substantive legal work they perform in an office,
although their limited numbers suggest this may not be their primary function
overseas.
VI. PRACTICE GROUPS AS AN ELEMENT OF DIFFUSION
What is not captured in our data, but is equally important to the success of a
global strategy and perhaps to a firm generally, is whether U.S. "home-grown"
lawyers also bring intelligence from overseas offices back to the domestic
elements of the firm. Many if not most U.S. law finns continue to have a U.S.-
center of gravity in terms of control and power, which may mean that the
potential for integration and globalizing the core remains elusive for many of our
firms.,0 9 One possible path for receipt of information is through practice group
management. Faulconbridge and his co-authors describe firms' use of practice
groups as a unification mechanism. We gathered information on practice
specialization for the lawyers in our overseas offices and can offer some insight
on how practice groups figure in global organizational patterns.
Twenty-four practice areas involve more than 50 lawyers among the offices we
studied. These practice areas are listed in Figure 14, which also reports on the
number of firms with offices housing lawyers working in the practice area, the
number of offices with lawyers working in the practice area and the number of
lawyers working in each practice area. The number of offices column allows us to
consider something akin to density or specialization for a practice area-that is,
how invested, through offices, is a firm in a particular area? This relates to
opportunities for using practice group management to integrate lawyers in
different offices, or as Faulconbridge and his co-authors describe, "binding dis-
persed lawyers together into a shared community of practice. Practice groups
allow lawyers in different offices to form a shared identity on the basis of
108. On the issue of integration of local and U.S. lawyers working in overseas offices, one report identified
the challenge posed by local lawyers' interests in representing a different client base (the Mittelstand) from the
transnational clients typically sought by U.S. firms as involving "the growing problem of coordinating a united
strategy across the firm when the national practices have differing legacies. They have, by definition, been set up
in different ways as a reflection of the economies or of the firm's heterogeneous roots." JUVE* German
Commercial Law Firms 2007 National Review, available at http://www.juve.de/cgi-bin/juve/hbportal.cgi?
idTeil= 1 I&year=2006&lang=2.
109. For example an article reviewing German Commercial Law firms in 2007 and the impact of expansion,
mergers and otherwise on firm success states "What is clear from events such as these [referring to the
implosion of German firm Haarmann Hemmelrath] is that there is a broad acceptance of the need for
management, even if that means nothing more than attempting to consult and inform partners of a unified
strategic direction." Id.
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FIGURE 14. Practice areas for lawyers in overseas offices
(only those areas with 50 or more lawyers are included here)
# firms with # of offices
offices in with lawyers # lawyers
Practice Area this area in this area in this area
Corporate 59 308 2825
Mergers & acquisition 59 326 2602
Capital markets 52 275 1965
Banking 54 238 1228
Litigation 56 193 926
Venture Capital 51 195 852
Finance/privatization 44 180 748
Local 42 161 648
Real estate 47 139 612
Antitrust 48 141 591
IP 52 175 588
Employee benefits 49 160 558
Securitization 42 137 539
Energy 48 156 503
Bankruptcy 43 151 445
Labor 44 131 353
Media 35 104 222
International 42 100 216
Corporate Governance 40 104 202
Trade 29 61 128
Insurance 22 42 126
Pharma 19 39 89
Liability/torts 18 32 77
Administrative law 16 39 62
common legal practice."" In addition, finns with multiple offices involved in a
particular practice area may be able to market themselves across a region or with
particular clients regardless of region as having special expertise and the ability to
coordinate a large, multinational transaction. This is exactly the sort of assignment that
the firms in our study hope to attract, so we would expect that firms would invest across
offices in particular substantive areas. On the other hand, firms that approach
110. Faulconbridge et al, supra note 28, at 481.
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globalization in a more jurisdictionally-sensitive manner may specialize by office,11" '
according to their clients in the region and local competitors. For these finns,
specialization may be unusually high (that is, more single offices involved in particular
practice areas rather than multiple office involvement).
The data on practice groups also reveals the substantial investment firms have
made in those practice areas that are outside of the core corporate transactions
areas. Figure 14 reports that two-thirds of the firms have invested in labor and
employee-related issues, employee benefits and tax, and matters relating to local
areas of practice identified by the firms in relation to a particular locale. This may
reflect thai firms add local lawyers with local practices when their cost to the firm
is relatively marginal. The local lawyers come on after firms already have built
their offices around high-end work (M&A, capital markets, banking and cor-
porate), which explains the overwhelming investment in these high-fees practices
in terms of number of lawyers.
Figure 15 offers an indication of how common or unusual it is for firms to
specialize by office. A low specialization percentage means the firm has lawyers
in multiple overseas offices working in one practice area, giving rise to the
opportunity to use practice area management as a mechanism for integration
among overseas offices. In contrast, a high specialization number means many
practice areas are pursued in a single overseas office of the firm; that is, the firm
specializes in terms of practice area in different overseas offices. Figure 15
reveals that in four substantive areas-corporate, M&A, banking and capital
markets-it is quite unusual for firms to limit their practice in the area to lawyers
in a single office; the specialization in these areas is lower than 20%. At the other
end of the spectrum are areas in which it is relatively common to specialize by
office, including corporate governance, pharmaceutical/bioscience, real estate,
trade, liability/torts and insurance. Trade practices, for example, typically are
located near regulatory centers such as Brussels and Washington, D.C. Areas
such as real estate also would not obviously benefit from a multi-office and
multinational approach, given the situational nature of many real estate projects.
Other areas at this end of the list are more puzzling; practices in insurance and
torts/liability might easily involve multi-jurisdictional problems.
111. For a discussion of the role of M&A work in Paris, for example, see Browsing the Paris Boutiques: In an
Era of Megafirms, the Top M & A firms in France Stay Defiantly Small, 29 AM. LAw. 1 (2007) ("[Tlhe steady
flow of large M&A deals involving French companies-recent examples include Gaz de France's combination
with SUEZ S.A. and Mittal Steel Company's N.V.'s takeover of Arcelor S.A.-has attracted foreign law firms
with an eye on big-ticket dealmaking. Among foreign firms, Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer, Clifford Chance,
Linklaters and Latham & Watkins have the largest presences in Paris. The French operations of these firms are
part of global geographical and practice area strategies, aiming for uniformity among far-flung-offices."). For a
discussion of the role of M&A in Germany see, JUVE German Commercial Law Firms National Review,
http://www.juve.de/cqi-bin/juve/hbportal.cgi?idTeil + I I&year=2006&lang=2 ("Reed Smith is scattered around
the financial and industrial centers of the U.S. and has accordingly a massive client base which needs to be
served in Germany... The move of Sidley Austin, a highly profitable firm with an outstanding finance practice,
was more of a planned move").
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FIGURE 15. Specialization of practice area investment by office
% of firms with just one office
compared to total # of firms
Practice area with offices in this area
Corporate 10%
Mergers & acquisition 12%
Banking 13%
Capital markets 15%
Local 26%
IP 27%
Bankruptcy 28%
Media 29%
Litigation 29%
Finance/privatization 30%
Administrative law 31%
Antitrust 31%
Venture Capital 31%
Energy 35%
Employee benefits and tax 35%
Labor 36%
Securitization 36%
International 38%
Corporate Governance 40%
Pharmaceutical/bioscience 42%
Real estate 45%
Trade 48%
Liability/torts 50%
Insurance 54%
Firms vary considerably in the degree of specialization by office they pursue.
This is illustrated by the number of practice areas in which a firm engages
through lawyers in a single office. The firms range from no specialization (that is,
they pursue all practice areas through lawyers in at least two offices) to a high
degree of specialization (one of our firms engages in more than 75% of its prac-
tice areas through single office specialization-that is, through lawyers housed in
one office per practice area). Despite specialization by office, there is surprisingly
little specialization around particular locations. Whether London or Berlin, the
diversity of practice areas engaged in by the firms is similarly broad in scope.
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Finally, we do not want to overstate the investment of the finns in particular practice
areas. The average number of lawyers in most practice areas in a particular office is
surprisingly small, as shown in Figure 16. In fact, the numbers are so small that they
raise the question of whether there are enough lawyers in a particular area of law and
office to support training a new lawyer. Of course these are averages rather than exact
numbers from a specific firm, and certain offices may support substantial practice
groups. Still, these averages reveal how thinly some of the overseas offices are staffed
in terms of depth of expertise. In addition, as a comparison to the presence of JDs in
mixed offices, the numbers here are similar-and perhaps this indicates that this
staffing in terms of number of lawyers is typical of overseas offices rather than an
indication of a symbolic or nonfunctional role for the lawyers.
FIGURE 16. Average number of lawyers in practice area per office
Ave. # lawyers per office
Practice Areas involved in this area
Administrative law 2
Liability/torts 2
Pharma 2
Trade 2
Corporate Governance 2
International 2
Media 2
Insurance 3
Labor 3"
Bankruptcy 3
Energy 3
Employee benefits 3
IP 3
Securitization 4
Antitrust 4
Real estate 4
Local 4
Finance/privatization 4
Venture Capital 4
Litigation 5
Banking 5
Capital markets 7
Mergers & acquisition 8
Corporate 9
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The practice area data illustrate opportunities for diffusion through practice
management, as Faulconbridge and his co-authors describe. At the same time,
however, it belies the operationalization of diffusion through practice area man-
agement in the global setting to the extent that firms specialize and house lawyers
involved in a particular expertise in only one office, thereby undermining any
opportunity for management across offices or cross-fertilization of ideas and
communication. Of course, communication among practice group lawyers can
still occur between those in the U.S. and those in even one office abroad. Lawyers
are heavily concentrated in the high fee-generating areas of corporate deal
making, but two-thirds of the firms also invest in practices that could support both
multinational businesses and local clients. The data on practice groups indicate
both substantial specialization by office and, for certain firms, a high degree of
integration among offices housing lawyers involved in the same areas of practice.
That is, the data go both ways, offering support for a diffusion model and also for
one emphasizing the significance of the local. For our purposes, one of the most
interesting aspects of the data are the lack of pattern distinguishing particular
firms or cities. It suggests that practice areas are not a mechanism for dis-
tinguishing one firm from another or even one city from the others, but rather
another avenue for competition.
VII. CONCLUSION: GLOBALIZATION THROUGH GLOCALIZATION
The story told by our data on individual lawyers is one that emphasizes the
local and is consistent with a glocal theory of global growth. Our firms have
grown overseas by bringing on lawyers educated and licensed outside of the U.S.,
most often whose credentials are local to the jurisdiction in which the office is
located.' 12 Non-U.S. lawyers (in terms of both admission and education criteria)
now overwhelm the U.S. lawyers in number, whether we include in our definition
only JD graduates or combine JDs and U.S. LLMs. The firms have transformed
their identities to adapt to the local marketplace, for both lawyers and clients.
Scholars on global law firms who have described a model of glocalization or
hybridity limit the model to particular jurisdictional characteristics, whether
regulation or a political and economic context. This research explains the glocal
approach to globalization as resulting from the specific conditions in particular
jurisdictions-regulatory ambiguity in. China, for example-rather than as a
general pattern of growth. Our data reveal that this glocal model of globalization
is not limited to particular contexts, but rather is a general path pursued by the
U.S. firms we have studied. By focusing on lawyers' credentials as a proxy for
112. There are exceptions: Davis Polk is one example. Its description of the firm's international practice on
its website reveals an exclusively-U.S. focus: "The lawyers in our overseas offices practice solely U.S. law, with
the exception of Paris, where we have lawyers who are certified in both French and U.S. law." See
http://www.davispolk.com/practice/intemational.htm ("practice"-"intemational" visited May 14, 2008).
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local connection, we find substantial evidence that firms have embraced the
importance of going local. Sixty-five percent of the lawyers working for our firms
in their overseas offices are truly local lawyers, educated in the same jurisdiction
where they now work.'1 3 At the same time, the proportion of U.S. law graduates
working overseas is quite marginal across jurisdictions.
Taken together, our data reveal a strong local connection and simultaneously a
weak U.S. connection in the form of JD graduates. This is consistent with the
national distinctiveness model of globalization and appears to undermine the
notion that U.S. firms continue to pursue a diffusion approach. We suggest that
the proportion- of local to U.S. lawyers indicates that the firms are relying on local
lawyers for their sensitivity to the business, political, economic and cultural
environment of which their offices are a part. This pattern of activity recognizes
the enormous importance of the local context in the practice of law.
Nevertheless, there is evidence in the opposite direction, too. Our data on
composition of offices reveal a sustained and relatively consistent practice of
positioning JD graduates throughout overseas offices. These JD graduates may
symbolize their U.S. mothership firms and management and bring the message of
that home office and jurisdiction to the overseas lawyers-and in doing so,
perhaps they operationalize the diffusion model of globalization. Again, this
occurs quite evenly across jurisdictions and firms. Additional qualitative data on
the role of JDs would be useful in understanding the intentions of firms in
following this practice.
Finally, our data on practice areas provide another window into the investment
in local matters made by the firms. While corporate and deal making areas
occupy the largest groups of lawyers, more than two-thirds of the firms support
some investment in locally-based practice areas. In these areas, U.S. law firms are
competing head-to-head with local firms for clients, as well as for lawyers.
We cannot be certain that the firms we have studied purposefully pursue both
globalization strategies--diffusion and national distinctiveness-simultaneously,
relying on local lawyers to help the firm capture local knowledge and on U.S. JDs
to develop lines of communication to direct convergence towards a U.S. model of
practice. But both models of globalization are reflected in the way these U.S.
firms operate overseas. From the particular to the grand, from local law to capital
markets and from lawyers educated solely in the jurisdiction where they work to
those U.S. JD graduates who bring neither language ability nor a cultural studies
background to their overseas positions, the firms are embracing a universalist
approach towards globalization. They have moved beyond the diffusion model
characteristic of their earlier development, but they have not yet completely
relinquished the goal of diffusion. This is consistent with the way other types of
113. The 65% figure is based on the most conservative assumption about those lawyers for whom no
information was available on where they earned their primary legal education: we presume that they are not
local, that is, that they did not earn their primary legal education in the jurisdiction where they now work.
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businesses engage with globalization, in which a simultaneous dissemination and
local adaptation occurs. 11 4 As the firms invest in the local, their investment
softens the attempt to impose from above, recognizing that both directions-
diffusion from above and local distinction from below-are important forces in
creating a competitive global law firm.
114. See Spar, supra note 29, at 18 (the experience of law firms in global expansion "exemplify the broader
issues involved in selling intangible products across and international marketplace").
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